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Nous calculons explicitement les groupes d’homologie de Hochschild du tore quantique multi- 
param&+ en adaptant les complexes de Koszul quantiques construits antkieurement. Nous en 
dtduisons les groupes d’homologie cyclique du tore quantique multiparamttrt. 
Abstract 
We explicitly compute the Hochschild homology groups of the quantum multiparametric torus, 
using previously constructed quantum Koszul complexes. We deduce the corresponding cyclic 
homology groups. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 13D25; 17B37; 18G50; 18G60 
0. Introduction 
The quantum multiparametric torus is the algebra L, generated over a field k by 
the 2N variables x1,. , X,+J and xr’, . . . ,x;’ and the relations 
-1 
XiXi = 1 = x,‘x~ and xixj = qiixjxi (0.1) 
for every 1 5 i,j 5 N and where {qu}l<i,j<N is a family of non-zero scalars of 
k satisfying the relations qii = 1 and qijqji = 1 for every 1 5 i, j 5 N. The name 
of quantum torus comes from noncommutative geometry. The algebra L, can actually 
be seen as a quantization of the algebra of the Coo functions over an N-dimensional 
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torus, cf. [6]. It also plays a universal role in the classification of certain Lie algebras, 
cf. [l]. 
Takhtadjian [7] computed the Hochschild and cyclic homology of L, in the case 
where all the scalars qij are equal for i < j. In [l], Berman, Gao and Krylyuk deter- 
mined the cyclic homology group Xi&). In this article, generalizing these results, 
we explicitly calculate the Hochschild and the cyclic homology of the algebra L,. 
Our results are obtained with the help of Koszul-type resolutions which are de- 
formations of the usual Koszul resolution of the symmectric algebra, i.e., the alge- 
bra of polynomials in several variables. Let us briefly recall the form of the usual 
Koszul resolution. Let I’ be the N-dimensional vector space of basis {xi,. . . ,Q} over 
a zero caracteristic field k. In order to compute the Hochschild homology groups of the 
symmetric algebra S( I’) of V, one usually consider the Koszul complex K*(S( V)) = 
(S( V&4*( I’)@?( V), d), where n(V) is the exterior algebra of V and the differential 
d is defined by Eq. (2.1) where a, b E S(V) and all the constants qu equal 1. It is a 
“small” complex of free S( I’)-bimodules for the actions given by a . (a’@{@b’) . b = 
aa’@@b’b for any a,~‘, b, b’ E S(V) and 5 E ,4(V). The complex K*(S( V)) is actu- 
ally a resolution of S( I’) by S( V)-bimodules (cf. [2]). As a consequence, the complex 
s(V@s(V)@s(V~P K*(S( V)) ” (S( V&$4*( I’), 0) computes the Hochschild homology 
M*(S( I’)) of S(V) (more details can be found in [5]). One then obtains hX*( V) 2 
S( V)&4*( V). The homology of the “commutative torus”, i.e., the algebra L of Laurent 
polynomials in N variables xi,. . . ,xiy, can be deduced by central localization according 
to a result of Brylinski [3]. One has MI*(L) %! L&4*(V). 
In the noncommutative case in which we are interessed here, it is still possible to 
define Koszul-type resolution of the form (S@l,*@S,,d), where S, (resp. /1,) is a 
suitable deformation of S(V) (resp. of n(Y)) and where d is also deformed (cf. [9] 
and Section 2), but we cannot, a priori localize in the Hochschild homology of S, 
in order to get HH*(L,). Nevertheless, we shall construct a Koszul resolution for L, 
which will serve to compute the desired homology groups. The cyclic homology groups 
of L, are then deduced using Connes’s exact sequence. 
1. Main results 
We state the two theorems which give explicitely the Hochschild and the cyclic ho- 
mology of the quantum torus. Throughout the article, k will denote a zero characteristic 
field. We introduce the following notations. 
Consider the set of all multi-integers CI = (~)i=i,...,~ of ZN endowed with its usual 
abelian group structure. For any n E H, we denote by n the multi-integer defined by 
ni = n for every i = l,...,N. 
For any CI E ZN, we set xa = ~7’ . . .xT. It is clear that the set {x~},,=~N is a basis of 
the algebra L,. We denote by 2 the subset of hN formed by the multi-integers c( E ZN 
such that xa belongs to the centre of L,. In an equivalent way, by the commutation 
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relations (0.1 ), we have 
qz = 1 for all i = l,...,N . 
The ZN-graduation of L, induces a graduation on the homology groups of L,. For 
any CI E ZN, we denote by HH*(L,), (resp. HC*(L,),) the component of degree c( of 
the Hochschild homology (resp. the cyclic homology) groups of L, (see the terminal 
remark of Section 2). We have the following theorems. 
Theorem 1.1. The Hochschild homology of the quantum torus L, is given by 
ffff*(L,) = @ I*,, (1.1) 
2E.P” 
ff--,dL,), = 0 for n E N when c( 6 Z, 
HH,(L,),Gk(‘l) forO<n<N whenaEZ, 
HHrl(L,), = 0 for n > N when CI E Z. 
Theorem 1.2. The cyclic homology of the quantum torus L, is given by 
HC*V,) = @ fG(L,),, (1.2) 
L7E.Z” 
where 
(a) HC,(L,), = 0 for n E N when CI 6 Z, 
(b) 
HC,(L,b E k(‘z )@k(n”z )@. . . for 0 5 n 5 N, 
HC,,(L,)6 ” k2”-’ for n > N. 
(c) 
HC,(L,), ” kc”:’ ) for 0 5 n < N, 
HC,(L,), = 0 for n 2 N, 
when a E z, loj, 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are detailled in the two following sections. 
For the definitions, the main properties of Hochschild and cyclic homology, and the 
notations, we refer to [5]. 
2. Hochschild homology of the quantum torus 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 .l. In order to do that, we use the results 
of [9] to construct a free resolution of L, by L,-bimodules in the form of a quantum 
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Koszul complex. This resolution furnishes a “small” complex computing the Hochschild 
homology of L, and from which we deduce the results of Theorem 1.1. 
We need two further algebras. Let S, (resp. A,) be the algebra generated over k 
by the variables x1 , . . .,XN and the relations xixj = qiixjxi (resp. the relations xixi = 
-qijXjXi) for every 1 5 i, j 2 N. The algebra S, is called the multiparametric quantum 
space. It is a deformation of the symmetric algebra S( I’) of an N-dimensional vector 
space V over k, whereas A4 is a deformation of the exterior algebra A(V) of V. These 
two algebras are naturally N-graded, S, is NN-graded and A, is (0, l}N-graded. The 
family of the homogeneous elements {xa} aEN~ (resp. the family of the homogeneous 
elements {~~}~~(a,i)~) forms a basis of S, (resp. of A,). We denote by Ai the subspace 
spanned by the n-degree (for the N-graduation) homogeneous elements of A,. 
In [9], we constructed complexes, the quantum Koszul complexes, yielding resolu- 
tions for certain deformations of S( I’). The case of S, was treated as an example. We 
recall the form of the quantum Koszul complex for the algebra S,. It is the complex 
K*(S,) = (S@A,*@S,,d) where the differential d is defined by 
d(a@x,, . . . 
i=l s=l 
+ C(B1)“-k n q&i,a@Xi, . . .X2 . . .Xi,C&b, (2.1) 
i=l s=k+l 
wherea,bES,,wherel <iI < ... < i,, < N, and where ~7~ means that the element xik 
is omitted from the product of A4. Remark that K*(S,) is a complex of NN-graded S,- 
bimodules. For every y E NN, we denote the subcomplex of its homogeneous elements 
of degree y by K*(S,),. It is spanned by the elements of the form xa@x~@xU’, where 
CI,CX’ E NN and /I E (0, l}N and where a + /I + ct’ = y. We get a decompostion of 
K*(S,) in a direct sum of subcomplexes eYEN” K*(S,),. Proposition 4.1 of [9] states 
that the complex K*(S,) is a free resolution of S, by S,-bimodules. In other words, we 
have H,(K*(&)) = 0 for any n > 0 and Ho(K*(S,)) E 8,. This implies that, for every 
y E NN, we have H,(K*(S,),) = 0 for any 12 > 0 and Ho(K*(,S,),) E (S4)y = W. 
We will now construct a free resolution K*(L,) of L, by L,-bimodules. We use the 
natural S,-bimodule structure of L, to state 
Proposition 2.1. The complex K*(L,) = L@s,K*(S,)@s,L, is a resolution of L, by 
free L,-bimodules. 
Proof. The complex K*(L4) may be identified with the complex (L,@A,*@L,,d) where 
the differential d is still defined by Eq. (2.1) on the element a@xi, . . .xlD@b where 
a, b E L,. This complex is clearly a complex of free L,-bimodules. We shall prove that 
the homology group H,,(K*(L,)) is zero when n > 0 and is isomorphic to L, when 
n = 0. 
The complex K*(L,) is ZN-graded. Let y E HN. Consider K*(L,)? the subcomplex 
of degree y of K*(L,). It is spanned by all elements of the form _?@x~@x’: where 
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cc, cc’ E ZN and /I E (0, l}N and where a+P+cc = y. Furthermore, it is the union of the 
increasing sequence of the subcomplexes K*(L,)I; spanned by the elements X%X~CW 
where we have ui, ui 2 -r for any i = 1,. . . , N and where r runs over N. 
Let us show that the group H,(K*(L,)5;) is zero when n > 0 and is isomorphic 
to lacy when n = 0. To this end, we shall construct an isomorphism between &(L,)b 
and K*(SQ)y+2f. For any homogeneous element x = J?&@&, where ai,a: > -r and 
a + p + CC’ = y, set $(x) = x’xa@x~@xa’xT. One checks that $ induces an isomorphism 
II/ : K*(L$ + K*(S7)y+2i. Since &(S,) is a resolution of S,, we have 
K(K*(&);) g fMK*@q),+2i) = 0 
for n > 0 and 
The first isomorphism of the last line is given by H(tj)(x?) = xrxBx’. Hence, 
Ho(K*(L,)I;) g W. 
Since the complex K*(L,), is the union of the complexes &(L,);, we obtain 
H* (G (Lq )y ) = H* ( +m*(L,)‘) = li+ (H*K*G?):). 
The homology groups are equal to 0 when II > 1 and isomorphic to kxY when n = 0. 
Observing that the homology of K*(L,) is given by the sum eyELN H*(&(L,),), we 
deduce that H,(K*(&)) = 0 for 12 > 0 and that Ho(K*(L,)) = QEh” lacy = L,. This 
proves that K*(L,) is a resolution of L,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Proposition 2.1 implies that the Hochschild homology of L, is 
isomorphic to the homology of the complex 
i*(&) = QQ@K*(Lq) = (L@‘nq*,J), 
where the differential c? is given by 
on an homogeneous element and where [i] is the multi-integer of ZN defined by xti] = xi 
and where, for any c( E ZN and /? E { 0,l }N, we set Q(a, /I, i) = 0 when /?i = 0 and 
,Q(a,p,i) = (-l)C;T:” (n&IIu”-nul:nV:). 
uti u>i u>i o<i 
otherwise. Remark that 52(a, /I, i) = 0 for every i = 1,. . . , N if and only if M + /II E Z. 
This situation is similar to what occurs in the proof of Theorem 6.1 of [9]. 
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Set K = I?*(L,). The complex K is still ZN-graded. The homogeneous subcomplex 
KY of degree y E ZN is spanned by the elements .~‘@a?, where x E ZN and fi E (0, l}N 
and where a + p = y. One has the decomposition K = @EL” KY. This leads to the 
decomposition (1.1) of the Hochschild homology. We set HH*(L,)y = II*( 
Let us first deal with the case when y $! Z. We shall prove that KY is acyclic in this 
case by producing an homotopy. 
For any cc E ZN, j? E (0, l}N such that a+j?@Z and i= l,...,N, we set 
{ 
0 when /Ii = 1, 
o(c(, /I, i) = 0 when sZ(a - [i], /3 + [i], i) = 0, 
Q(CY - [i], /3 + [i], i)-’ otherwise 
and 
The reader may check, with the help of the calculations of the proof of Theorem 6.1 
of [9], that Jh” + A(i = id. This proves that HH*(L,), = 0 when y 6 Z. 
In the case where y E Z, we check that the differential 2 is zero on the subcomplex 
K,. Hence, for any y E Z, we have MY*(&), % K*(L,),. It is clear that, as a vec- 
tor space, the complex R*(L4)? admits {xY(xB)-‘~~B}s~(~,,)~.. as a basis. Therefore, 
HH,(L,), %’ k(t ) when 0 < n 5 N and HH,,(Lq)? = 0 otherwise. This ends the proof 
of Theorem 1.1. 0 
To be complete, it is necessary to precise that the decomposition (1.1) of the 
Hochschild homology which we obtained owing to the graduation of the Koszul com- 
plex K*(L,) is the same decomposition than the one we get considering the natural 
ZN-graduation of the standard Hochschild complex. The latter has the form C*(L.,) = 
(L4 @(*+‘),b). It s h omogeneous subcomplex of degree y E ZN is spanned by the ele- 
ments _P’IB . . . @P* , where CX’ , . . , IX* E ZN and C,*=, cyi = y. We do not wish to enter 
into all the details here. The reader would convince himself that the main properties 
of Hochschild homology extend properly in the case of graded algebras. In particular, 
all resolutions of a graded algebra by free graded bimodules are quasi-isomorphic in 
each degree, i.e., their homogeneous components are pair wise quasi-isomorphic. 
3. Cyclic homology of the quantum torus 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. We will deduce the cyclic 
homology of L, from its Hochschild homology. Let us recall that the cyclic homology 
of an algebra A is computed by a mixed complex CC*(A) = (A@(*+‘),b,B), cf. [5]. 
This complex is graded in the same way that the Hochschild standard complex is (see 
above) when A is graded. The decomposition of the mixed complex in homogeneous 
components leads to the decomposition of the homology (1.2). 
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We will use Connes’s long exact sequence. For any y E ZN, it gives rise to the 
exact sequence 
. . . - m&q), i, HC,(L,), -s, HC,_@,), JL HH,_1(L,), - ‘. . (3.1) 
The following lemma is a generalization to the ZN-graded case of Proposition 2.4 
of [8]. 
Lemma 3.1. For any y E ZN, y # 6, we have the exact sequence 
0 - HCAL,), -5 ffffn+l(~q)y -L fG,l(L,), - 0 
for n > 0. 
(3.2) 
Proof. For any integer k = 1,. . . , N, let us define a derivation Dk on L, by setting 
Dk(x’) = ixkx” for any homogeneous element x’ E L,. As in [4, 11.41, we consider the 
endomorphism LD, on the mixed complex CC*(L.,) defined by 
LDk(aO@. . . @a,) = 2 a&$. . . @ID&@. . . @a,, 
i=O 
where a0 , . . . , a,, E L, and n 2 1. This endomorphism induces an operator, still denoted 
by LD~, on the cyclic homology of groups HC*(L,). 
Let y E ZN. The restriction of LD, to the subcomplex CC*(Lq)? generated by the 
homogeneous elements of degree y of LF(*+‘) is nothing else than multiplication by 
yk. When y # 0, we may choose an integer L such that yp # 0. The endomorphism 
LD, is then an isomorphism and induces an isomorphism on HH*(L,),. Corollary 11.4.6 
of [4] yields LD, OS = 0, hence S = 0. The exact sequence (3.2) is then an immediate 
consequence of Connes’s exact sequence (3.1). 0 
We prove another lemma. Call L the algebra of Laurent polynomials in N variables, 
in other words, the commutative algebra generated over k by the variables xi,. .,xN 
and x;~,...,x;’ and the relations xix,” = 1. The algebra L is ZN-graded in a natural 
way. 
Lemma 3.2. When y E Z, the mixed complexes CC*(L), and CC*(Lq)? are isomor- 
phic. 
Proof. The modules of the complex CC*(Lq)Y are generated by the homogeneous el- 
ements of degree y of the tensor powers of L,. We say that an homogeneous element 
x of degree y of LT(“+‘) is normalized when it is of the form 
x = XY(XXfl)_’ . . . (x”’ )-‘@x%. . . @lxnn, 
where cl’, . . , a” E ZN. Every homogeneous element of degree y of LF(“+‘) is equal 
to a normalized homogeneous element up to multiplication by a scalar. We define the 
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cxn+l) map II/ : L, + LB(“)‘) as the identity map on normalized homogeneous elements. 
We shall prove that $ is an isomorphism of mixed complexes, i.e., $ commutes with 
b and B. The boundary b splits in the sum ~~=,( - 1)‘bi. For any i = 1,. . . , N, we 
have bit+h = $ bi. Actually, remark that, for all U, j3 E Z N, Eq. (0.1) implies the relation 
’ $V(&7~is@~~me; y;I )hav; xafb in LF’. Hence, for i < n, on the normalized 
, 
&) = XY(Xxn)- 1 . . . (& )- 1 @& @ . . . @&-&+’ @ . . . gxnn 
= XY(Xa” >- 1 . . . (XGL2+al+’ )-1 . . . @“’ )-1 gxa’ @ . . @‘+aL+’ @. . gxa”. 
By definition, when y E Z, the element xY belongs to the center of L,. So, for b,, we 
obtain 
b,,(x) =xa”x7(xn”)-1 ...(xa’)-l~xa’~...~xan-’ 
=xY(x@--l . . . (Xq-l@Xa’@. . . gJxq 
We have proved that b$ = t,hb. A similar calculation holds for Connes’s boundary B. 
Hence, the map $ is a morphism of mixed complexes. It is clearly an isomorphism. 
The inverse map is the map sending an homogeneous element of L@(“+‘) to the same 
element under its normalized form in L,“‘“““. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We distinguish two cases: the case where y # 6 and the 
case where y = 0. Consider the first one. Set hhj; = dim(X?&(L,),) and hcil = 
dim(HC,(L,),). Since, the Hochschild and cyclic homology groups are isomorphic at 
the zero level, one has hc2; = hhi. Sequence (3.2) of Lemma 3.1 gives the recurrence 
relation ~cL+~ = h/r:+, --AC; for every n E N. When y $6 Z, Theorem 1.1 yields hhz = 0 
for every n E N. This proves Point (a) of Theorem 1.2, namely that hcj; = 0 for every 
n E N. When y E Z, Theorem 1.1 implies hhj: = (1) when 0 5 II 5 N and hhi = 0 
otherwise. One then deduces, from the recurrence relation, that hci = vi’ 
( > 
when 
0 5 n < N and hci = 0 when n > N. This proves Point (b) of Theorem 1.2. 
Consider now the case where y = 6. According to Lemma 3.2, the problem reduces to 
a question in commutative algebra, namely to the computation of the cyclic homology 
of L in degree 0. Since the algebra L is smooth, its cyclic homology is the homology of 
the mixed complex (Q&, 0, a), where SZ& is the agebra of the differential forms on L 
and 8 the de Rham differential (for more details see [5]). The ZN-graduation of CC*(L) 
induces a EN-graduation on (Q,$, 0, a). As a vector space, Q& is isormorphic to L&l, 
where /i is the exterior algebra generated by the variables xi,. . . ,xN. Denote by il” the 
subspace spanned by its homogeneous elements of degree n (for the N-graduation). In 
degree 0, the differential 8 is zero and we have 
HC,(L,Jj 2 HC,(Lb E A”&l”-2@. . . 
for every n E N. This proves Point (b) of Theorem 1.2. 0 
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